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1. Introduction 
A. C. bridges may be classified into two main groups as regards the 
selection of their earthed point: there are bridges 'with one of their junctions 
earthed, and others with their earthed point selected outside the bridge proper. 
With respect to the circuit setup and handling it is generally more 
convenient to have a junction of the bridge available for earthing, but the 
applicability of this circuit arrangement is restricted by several factors. The 
impedances of bridges earthed at one of their junctions are enclosed in a 
single or multiple shielding system connected to suitable points of the bridgc. 
Such shields tend to increase the stray capacitances (a part of these being 
those termed internal stray impedances) coupled parallel to the bridge arms. 
This increase of stray capacitances encumbers, or eyen frustrates the internal 
compensation of the bridge. Another difficulty is caused by the stray capaci-
tances generally of varying magnitudes introduced by the impedance to be 
measured, and these stray capacitances are to be compensated separately, 
which is often yery cumbersome, if not entirely unfeasible. Thus, in the case 
of more exacting measurements, it would be desirable to haye also the imped-
ance to be measured enclosed in a special shielding, but this method is in 
most cases impracticable. All these factors impose serious limitations to the 
applicability of the system, -with respect to accuracy and frequency range. -
At higher frequencies, this earthing system is mainly adopted for bridges 
where a single component determining the characteristic feature of the imped-
ance concerned is to be measured (such as the inductance of a coil). 
Devoid of the deficiences of the former earthing system are the hridges 
with none of their junctions directly earthed. The earthed point is selected 
outside the bridge (and the shields - if any - enclosing the bridge elements 
are connected to this external point). W-ith respect to the stray impedances, 
the adoption of such an external earthed point mcans that the stray imped-
ances may be diyided in two qualitatively different groups 'with a yie-w to 
their effect and to how they lend themselves to be compensated. The internal 
stray impedances coupled parallel to the bridge arms continue to be present, 
hut beside these, the so-called external stray impedances between the elements 
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of the measuring network and the external earthed point also appear. As com-
pared to the bridges earthed at one of their junctions, there is an essential 
difference, namely the shields connected to the external earthed point do not 
increase the internal stray impedances, their magnitudes being determined 
only by the elements of the bridge arms. thus their compensation may generally 
be achievable up to a much higher frequency limit than in the former case. 
Another essential difference results from the fact that the stray capacitances of 
varying magnitudes introduced by the impedance to be measured are coupled 
with the external stray impedances instead of the bridge arms. This is the 
reason why a separate shielding of the impedance to be measured may in 
most cases be dispensed with. Bridges of this type are generally more compli-
cated, because special measures are to be taken for neutralizing the external 
stray impedances. :Nevertheless, their application is still justified, becaus,· 
they are suitable for covering a suhstantially wider frequency range and for 
obtaining a higher degree of accuracy. In more exacting types of measuring 
apparatus this method of earthing is usually adopted, permitting the measure-
ment of both component;; of the impedance to be measured within a wide 
frequency range and with an accuracy required. In the paper a new method 
for neutralizing the external stray impedances will he presented. The metholl 
has been developed by the Department for Instruments and }Ieasurillg Tech-
niques of the Budapest Technical "Cniversity. 
2. Error introduced hy external stray impedances 
For analyzing the error dw' to the external s tra~' ill1pedanee~ a gt'neral 
relation has been deduced. Based on this relation. let us examine first the 
known method;:; u5ed for neutralizing the d'fect of external stray imp"dances 
and. then, the circuit auangenH'l:t ne'wly developed. 
In Fig. 1 the connection diagram of it f(f"l1('ral a. c. bridge j~ l'epn's'·llted. 
,dwre Zl ... Zl are the arm impedances, with Zl JlPing the impedancc to be 
measured. The external stray impedancp:, Za .... Zd coupled acl'Os:, each 
junction of the bridgf' and tb- ('xternal t'arth("d poinL F are also indicated. 
Since the neutralization of external ;;tray iI1lp('dm:.c('~ can only lw cOllceiyahle 
up to a crrtain frequency limit and in caseI" 'whcre tb,s!? impcdances may he 
r("duced to thc junction;:: of tllt' hridge, only such cases 'will be dealt 'with in 
nul' investigations. 
The error due to tIlt' external stray iIllp('daI'ce~ has been dealt with hy 
nH'ans of a method prf':"("Ilted in a paper puhlished earlier [6], introducing the 
concept of complex error Yector. D("l1oting the complex ("uor vector by h, 
then, by substituting the impedance to he measured Zl by Zl' (1 - h), and 
setting up the required numher of equations for the network and by solving 
thes(" equations for h, the compl("x ("uor \"ector charact("rizing the error made 
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III the measurement of Zl is obtained as follows: 
(~_ Z2) . (~_ ~) 
1 Za Zc Zd Zb. h=- (1) 
Zl 1 1 1 1 ! I 
Za 
--~--i--
Zb Zc Zd 
/..; 
Fig. 1 
As demonstrated in our paper referred to above, 'with the knowledge of 
complex error vector h, the errors in the real and imaginary parts of impe-
dance Zl can easily be dctermined. Let the relative error of the real part of 
the impedance be hRe and the imaginary part of the same be hIm, then, with 
(Pz denoting the phase angle of the impedance to be measured the errors will 
be 
hRc=Re[hJ -Im[hJ· tg<p.::; 
(2) 
hIm = Re [h] -;- Im [hJ . 1 
tg Y::-
According to Eq. (1), the crror caused by the external stray impedances may 
become ;;o:ero, if either of the following t·wo equations are satisfied: 
(3) 
Thus, the error introduced by the effect of stray impedances can be eliminated 
by making the ratio of the stray impedances coupled ,\-ith either opposite pair 
of junctions equal to the ratio of the arm impedances connected to the same 
junctions. The equation also 5ho'ws that the error becomes zero also in the 
case, if the value of any pair of the external stray impedances become;: infinite: 
3* 
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If the external stray impedances are pure capacitances, the satisfaction of 
either equation (3) is only be conceivable, if either Zl/Z4 or Zl/Z2 impedance 
ratio is real. Even in that case, there is very little probability of spontaneous 
satisfaction of any of these conditions, therefore some artificial means are 
generally required for neutralizing the effect of external stray impedances. 
Supposing that all external stray impedances are loss-free capacitances, 
the error given by Eq. (1) "will be: 
It can be seen from the equation that the error increases proportionally with 
frequcncy even if the arms are pure resistances. If the arms are eomplex imped-
ances, terms increasing with the frequency according to exponents higher 
than unity may appeqr. As verified by measurements performed on various 
bridges, the external stray capacitanccs may give rise to considerable error,; 
even in the lower frequency ranges. 
The error introduced by the effect of external stray impedanees can be 
given in a form more suitable for general investigations, if expressing the error 
in terms of the ratio of the voltage difference between a detector-side bridge 
junction point (e.g. junction b) and earthed point F (e.g. voltage Db) to the 
voltage (Dab in our case) measured across the impedance to be determined. Sub-
stituting voltages Db and Dab with orientations as indicated in Fig. 1, from the 
respective equations applied to the bridge assumed to be balanced, the com-
plex error vector h can again be expressed as 
(4) 
According to this expression, one possible way of eliminating the en-or caused 
by the external stray impedances is identical to the condition obtained from 
Eg. (3), "while the other 'way is to zero voltage Db' Thus, by means of some 
method, the potential difference between the junctions connected to the detec-
tor and the external earthed point are to he eliminated from the halanced hridge, 
i.e. the junction points have to he hrought to earth potential. This prin-
ciple is termed "earth-potential halancing". 
3. Valuation of known earth-potential balancing circuits 
The circuit setups scrving for the ncutralization of external stray imlw-
dances can he divided in two groups: the task may he solved by means of a 
net"work containing passive components only and also by such including active 
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components as well. A short survey of the methods known are given in the 
followings: 
I. Earth-potential balancing circuits containing passive components only. 
The principle followed in setting up the measuring circuit is to add to the 
bridge a network connected at one suitable point to the external earthed point 
and by means of its variable impedances this added network is to permit 
the accomplishment of earth-potential balancing. 
N 
Fig . .2 
The generally-known, classical method is the auxiliary-bridge earthiug de-
vice proposed by WAGNER [I, 2]. As shown in Fig. 2, the bridge is completed 
'with variablcimpedances ZA and Zc, which are connected parallel to impedances 
Z" and Zc, respectively. If, by properly adjusting the impedances of the 
auxiliary hridge, according to the second equation of (3), it can he achieved 
that the ratio of ZA X Za to Zc >< Zc he equal to the ratio of bridge impedances 
Zr/Zz, and the error due to the external stray impedances "will hecome zero. 
This, of course, is identical also 'with the condition ohtained from Eq. (4<), since 
in this case, the auxiliary hridge extended with the external stray parameters 
constitutes a similarly halaneed bridge 'with the arm5 of the halanced main 
hridge, where the voltage of the detector-side junctions with respect to earth 
(e.g. Db) is zero. Thi5 also offers the possibility for the proper adjustment of 
impedances ZA and Zc, the method followed with this auxiliary bridge setup 
being performed in such a way that detector N is first to be connectcd to the 
bridge (to junction d on the figure) by means of switch K and, then after 
balancing the bridge, the detector is switched over to the earthed point F, the 
auxiliary hridge is also balanced hy varying the elements of the latter. The 
measurement is considered completed, if the main hridge and auxiliary bridge 
are jointly halanced. 
The W-agner earthing device can he generalized using the notations 
in Fig. 2. Let impedances Za X ZA and Zc X Zc he considered as parts of 
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the power source. Thus, the earth-potential balancing network eliminating 
the effect of external stray impedances may be regarded as a setting up for the 
supply of the bridge in a composite power source, one internal point of which 
is earthed and by which fractional voltages Ua and Uc with respect to this 
earthed point are supplied. If it can be achieved that the fractional voltages 
of this composite pO'wer source he equal to the voltages appearing across the 
bridge arms, i.e. 
then Ub = 0, and according to Eq. (4) no error will be introduced by the 
external stray impedances. 
Several circuit arrangements can be set up with passive components 
which are suitable for satisfying the conditions given above. The parallel 
elements of a Wagner earthing device may he replaced hy series elements, and 
a numher of comhinations of these circuit connections may also be devised. 
Dispensing 'with a detailed description of these setups, reference is made to 
the literature [2], noting that in some cases these combined circuits prove more 
useful than the original \Vagner earthing device itself. 
The earth-potential balancing circuits containing passive components alone 
have several disadvantages. 
a) The impedances of the auxiliary network can often he realized only 
up to a certain frequency limit, hecause of the stray impedances. (If, e.g., an 
auxiliary hridge arm is to he made resistive, the parallel coupled stray 
capacitances may he compensated by means of an inductance. In such a case, 
the frequency limit of the inductance itself constitutes the factor that will 
impose a limit to the accomplishment of the auxiliary hridge.) It often occurs, 
"when using such an auxiliary hridge setup, that the latter will determine the 
frequency limit, even if the main bridge itself were suitahle for being used at 
higher frequencies. 
h) An inevitahle feature of auxiliary-bridge devices is the mutual reac-
tion prevailing hetween the halancing of the auxiliary hridge and main hridge, 
therefore the state of total balance, i.e. a simultaneous balanced condition of 
the main and auxiliary hridges, can only be achieved through several steps 
by means of an iteration method. This feature renders the measurements 
extremely lengthy. 
n. Earth-potential balancing circuits containing active elements 
The known methods may he classified into two groups: networks ope-
rating with a balancing voltage independent of the measuring system, and 
those relying upon an automatically produced auxiliary voltage. 
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A) Circuits operating with a balancing voltage independent of the measuring 
system. According to the generalization outlined in the foregoing section, for 
neutralizing the effect of external stray impedances a composite power source 
is required, which "would produce fractionalvoltages Ua - U c (using the 
notations in Fig. 3) with respect to the fixed earthed point F, where these 
fractional voltages equal the volt ages appearing across the bridge arms be-
Fig. 3 
Fig . . , 
tween the junctions. The ta8k can he solved by applying an auxiliary power 
,.:ource S (see Fig. 3) supplying a voltagE' of a frequency idE'ntical to that of 
generator G and of externally variable amplitude and phase angle [3]. 
Some possible ways of inserting the auxiliary power source are shown in 
Fig. 3. According to Fig. 3.b and 3.c, the auxiliary power source may be con-
nected to a suitably selected junction of a compensating net"work (e.g a 
\Vagner bridge) built up of passive elements. This compensating network 
composed of passive elements may generally be omitted, and in such a case, 
the auxiliary power sourcE' S may be inserted between a supply point of the 
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bridge and the external earthed point, while generator G, according to Fig. 3.d, 
may either supply the bridge as shown in the original connection or, as indi-
cated in Fig. 3.e, it may be connected in series to the auxiliary power source. 
In Fig. 4, a connection corresponding to Fig. 3.d is presented as an 
example, where the auxiliary power source is connected to junction a of the 
bridge. For the sake of perspicuity, the external stray impedances are not 
shown in the figure. The measurement can be performed with this network 
in a way similar to that with the Wagner bridge. Connecting switch K, first, 
to junction d, the bridge can be balanced, then switching over to point F the 
earth potential may be balanced by adjusting the auxiliary power source. 
Inspecting the circuit on the basis of Eq. (4), the quotient of voltages 
Ub and Uab can be expressed in terms of voltage U of generator G, using the 
orientations indicated in Fig. 4. After making some reasonable neglections 
and substituting the voltage quotient into Eq. (4), the complex error vector 
will be 
z.»1 . (Zj _~) . 
- I . Zd Zb (5) 
It is expedient to transform the expression in such a way as to determine first 
the voltage Usa required for zeroing the error, then, assuming that this voltage 
can be adjusted only 'with an error 0, the actual auxiliary voltage will be Us = 
= Uso(l 0). Substituting this value into Eq. (5) and performing the reduc-
tions, the follo'wing relation is obtained: 
(6) 
From this relation, the permissible inaccuracy in the adjustment of thc 
auxiliary po,rer source can be calculated for a given case. 
Characteristic features of circuit setups operating with a halancing 
voltage independent of the measuring system are: 
a) The drawhack of ohtaining the balance only after several iteration 
steps still remains. The adjustment is "rigid", the changes made in the course 
of halancing the hridge modify the potential conditions as well, and after each 
modification a new balancing is to be performed with the auxiliary power 
source. Neither can this difficulty be avoided by making the voltage of the 
auxiliary power source vary together with the generator voltage (e.g. by 
supplying the auxiliary power source from a coil arranged on the supply 
transformer) . 
b) In order to reduce the error to an acceptahle value, such a high degree 
of fineness in the adjustment is required, which can only he accomplished 
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with a multi-position, delicate voltage divider. This renders the setup compli-
cated (a multi-position divider free of phase displacement is generally difficult 
to accomplish), and its handling becomes cumbersome. The difficulties outlined 
above account for the rare use of this circuit arrangement, confined exclusively 
to the low frequency range (mainly to 50 c/s). 
B) Circuits operating with an automatically produced balancing voltage. 
As power source, an amplifier of - A amplification may be used, with its 
input terminal connected to a detector-side junction and its output inserted 
Fig. ;; 
across the external earthed point and a suitably selected junction of th(· 
measuring system, in variants similar to those given for the auxiliary power 
source indicated in Fig. 3. This arrangement has been proposed first by MAYO. 
In his setup the amplifier is connected to a W·agner earthing device (similar 
to the circuit in Fig. 3b). Only one practical solution of the proposed system is 
known from literature, from a paper of Ko-HARA and TOSHJ::\o [5]. In their 
circuit the auxiliary bridge has been omitted, and the output of the amplifier 
. is connected to one of the supply-side junctions of the bridge (as in vari-
ants 3d or 3e). 
In the connection of Fig. 5 selected as an example, the amplifier output 
is connected to junction a and its input to the detector-side junction b. For 
the sake of perspicuity, the external stray impedances have been omitted 
from the drawing. 
In this connection diagram, the error due to the effect of external stray 
impedances have been investigated in a similar way as before. If Ub is the 
input voltage of the 'lmplifier, so the voltage appearing at its output will 
be (- A . Ub). With this assumption, and by 'writing the reqmrednumber of 
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equations for the network, the voltage quotient Vb/Vab can again be express-
ed. Substituting this quotient into Eq. (4), and making some permissible 
neglections, the complex error "\\i11 be 
(7) 
'With a sufficiently high degree of amplification the error may be kept 
within the required limit. The detector-side junctions of the balanced bridge 
are kept close to earth potential with any setting of the bridge, without requir-
ing any outside interYention. Balancing the system is restricted to balancing 
the bridge, whereby the measuring time is considerably reduced. 
A serious drawback of this system lies in the limitations of its applica-
hility. Since a proportional control is used, some magnitude of residual voltage 
will inevitahly remain (Vb r" 0). For a given residual voltage, the measuring 
error will rapidly grow with increasing frequency. Although this error may be 
reduced hy increasing the amplification, this remedy is restricted hy stahility 
prohlems, since the hridge is a feedback network of the amplifier. In practice, 
two possible compromises may be conceived. To reduce the error to a required 
low value, the amplification may he increased, hut in this case a stahle opera-
tion can only he expected if the limit frequency is low. The other possihility 
is to adapt a relatively reduced amplification in order to have a higher limit 
frequency, hut in this case concessions must he made on the magnitude of the 
measuring error. Beside the stahility prohlems, it can he proved that in the 
effect exerted hy the complex error on the real and imaginary parts of the 
impedance to he measured a decisive role is played hy the phase shift of the 
amplifier, which imposes increased requirements on the design of the 
amplifier. 
4. The new earth-potential balancing circuit 
The essence of the new setup neutralizing the external, stray impedances 
of a. c. hridges is an active earth-potential halancing circuit jointly containing 
an amplifier and auxiliary power source, suitahly connected to give an output 
voltage being a linear comhination of the amplifier input voltage and the 
voltage adjusted on the auxiliary power source. As it will be demonstrated in 
the followings, the joint use of an amplifier and an auxiliary power sourcr 
offers advantages heyond simple adding-up of their separate favourahle 
features, as compared to the known passiye and active earth-potential halanc-
ing circuits. 
An obvious way of connecting an amplifier and an auxiliary power 
source is shown in Fig. 6, where the auxiliary power source is connected to a 
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second input terminal b2 of the amplifier. Input terminal bI of the amplifier 
may be connected in the usual way to one of the detector-side junctions of the 
hridge, and its output terminal k to a suitably selected junction of the measur-
ing network. A few possible variants of making the conneetions between the 
control circuit thus arranged and the generator supplying the bridge are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
For the sake of simple comparison with the setups of Figs 4 and 5, in 
the example shown in Fig. 7, the insertion of the eontrol circuit is again similar 
to that in Fig. 3d. Correspondingly, the amplifier output is connected across 
Fig. 6 
Fig. 7' 
the external earth and bridge junction a, amplifier input terminal bl is con-
nected to bridge junction b, and its input terminal b2 to auxiliary power source 
S supplying a frequency equal to that of the generator and provided "with 
means for controlling externally its amplitude and phase angle. Handling of 
the equipment arranged in this way is similar either to that provided with an 
auxiliary bridge or to that represented in Fig. 4 containing an auxiliary power 
source alone. After balancing the bridge and connecting the null detector by 
means of switch K across a bridge junction (in this case, point b) and earthed 
point F, the earth potential is balanced by manually controlling the auxiliary 
power source. 
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Let the effectiveness of the circuit be investigated agaiu by analyzing 
the complex error vector. For the sake of simplicity, let the amplification 
referred to input b2 be 1, thus the voltage appearing at the amplifier output 
and defining the earth potential of the bridge will be Us - AUb• With similar 
considerations as before, if Zl is the impedance to be measured in the bridge, 
then the complex error vector characterizing the error due to the effect of 
external stray impedances will be: 
(8) 
This expression is transformcd again to obtain voltage Usa required for zeroing 
the error, then, assuming that this voltage can only be adjusted 'with an error 
0, the value Us = Usa (1 + 0) is substituted into Eg. (8). After suitable reduc-
tions, the error will he as follows: 
h - ,) l' Z4 Zl I ---- ----
I A Zd Zb) 
(9) 
From an analysis of this expression it can he seen that the error due to tht> 
effect of external stray parameters may he reduced to any desired low value. 
The advantage as compared to the circuits operating with auxiliary pO'wer 
sources lies in the much less stringent requirement to be raised in respect to 
the auxiHary power source, thc inaccuracy b of adjustment of the auxiliary 
1 
voltage appearing with a magnitude reduced in a proportion of in the 
1 A 
relationship descrihing the error. With a given acceptable measuring error 
and when an amplification of e.g. A 100 is accomplishcd, the accuracy of 
adjustment requircd for the auxiliary power source "will be by 2 orders of 
magnitude lower. Thc functioning of the setup can be interpreted in such a 
way that, even ifan incorrect value is adjustcd on the auxiliary power source, 
the error voltage Ub fixed by a misadjustment will bc reduced in the propor-
1 
tion of . As compared to a setup using an amplifier onlv. it can be 
I+A ~.'
stated that in our case the residual voltage is determined practically by the 
sensitivity threshold of the detector. Since the residual voltage is usually much 
lower than that with setups using amplifier only, the error will also be COIl-
siderably smaller. 
As compared to the known circuit arrangements, the new earth-potential 
balancing method represents a progress, on the one hand, in extending the 
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upper frequency limit and, on the other hand, in thc convenience of handling 
and cutting the measuring time. In the followings the results obtained will 
he summarized according to these t·wo aspects. 
A. Extension of the upper frequency limit: 
a) The circuit setup removes th(' limitations imposed by the difficulties 
of implementing connections built up of passive components. 
b) As opposed to setups using auxiliary power source only, a simple and 
easily obtainable auxiliary power source may be adopted for the bridge circuit 
proposed. 
c) As compared to the automatic earth-potential balancing circuits 
operating 'with amplifier only, 'where amplification directly affects the error, a 
qualitative difference is offered by the setup proposed, where the amplifica-
tion has no direct influence on the error, and it practically facilitates handling. 
Undoubtedly, an increase of amplification has its advantages also in the 
proposed setup, yet the requirements are much less exacting than in the case 
of circuits using amplifier alone. Even a lOO-fold amplification ·will ensure a 
very convenient operation of the bridge. By means of a compensated amplifier 
a stable operation can be achieved, giving an upper frequency limit of about 
two orders of magnitude higher than that obtainable with setups known so far. 
d) In contrast to all known bridge circuits the setup jointly incorporat-
ing an amplifier and an auxiliary power source eliminates the effect of restrict-
ing the upper frequency limit associated with the use of circuits used for 
neutralizing the influence of external stray impedances. The upper frequency 
limit of the entire equipment is practically determined by the properties of 
the bridge used. 
B. Convenience of handling, cutting the measuring time: 
a) The ne·w setup eliminates the drawback of obtaining total balance 
through several iteration steps, as in the case of the passive ( auxiliary-bridge) 
methods. The inserted amplifier reduces any voltage appearing across the 
I 
earth and detector-side junction .--- tooth part of its original value. This 1 A 
has the consequence that with the first balancing ofthe bridge - when the yolta-
ge of the auxiliary power source may still considcrahly deviate from the value 
pertaining to the totally balanced condition - the measur~ment will he less 
'wrong than if the auxiliary power source ·were only included in the circuit, 
hecause the detector-side junction will always be kept close to earth potential. 
After balancing the hridge, performing the earth-potential halancing by means 
of controlling the voltage of the auxiliary po·wer source, and switching over 
to the bridge again, generally a minor correction will he required. It is attribut-
ahle to the stahilizing effect of the amplifier that in the majority of cases the 
total halancing process is confined to the three steps ShO·W11, cven in the vicinity 
of the upper frequency limit. 
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b) The con...-ergence of auxiliary bridge setups, depending on the imped-
ances used, is often very poor. This means that the balancing of the auxiliary 
bridge alone, for two components, requires several steps, protracting thereby 
the time of measurement. In contrast to this feature, the auxiliary power 
source may be designed so as to permit the required voltage to be combined 
of two components displaced by 90° "with respect to each other. With respect 
to convergence, this procedure is considered as optimum, manifesting itself 
in an easy and quick performance of earth-potential balancing. 
The joint result of the two effects is the convenience and reduced tim.: 
requirement in the handling of equipments provided with the new earth-
potential balancing circuit, as compared to other auxiliary-bridge setups. 
_\ measurement by means of the new arrangement requires practically no 
longer time than that performed with shielded bridges, "where only the bridge 
is to be halanced. The favourahle features of the new setup heeome especially 
conspicuous in series measurements of impedances having similar parameters, 
where any minor deviations are compensated by the amplifier to such an 
extent that any readjustment of the auxiliary po"wer source from time to timp 
may entirely he dispensed "with. 
The earth-potential halancing network may })f' connected to the hridge 
in several different ·ways, the most characteristic ones h.:ing those shown in 
Fig. 3, wh.:re th.: auxiliary power source should no·w he und.:rstood as heing 
r.:placed hy the amplifier output. By analyzing th.: properties of these circuits, 
it can be stated that the auxiliary-hridge setups are generally unfayourable. 
the circuits presented in Fig. 3d and 3e heing those of practical importance, 
where the halancing circuit is directly eonnectpd aer0:35 the earthed point 
and a supply-side junction of the hridge. Till' eharacteristic fpatures of the 
latter two circuits arc hriefly summarized in the folIo·wings. In the cireuit 
shown in Fig. 3d, the supply generator is directly eonn0cted to the bridge, 
therefore its output is independent of the earth, i.e. it i~ symmetrical. ,Vith clp-
...-ice;:; operating at higher frequencies this feature is unfayolnahle, hecaww 
usually a symmetrizing supply transformer has to be used. Thi:;, in turn. has 
the dra,\'back of the appe[UHnCe of inereai'ed t'xtt'l"nal stray cap(lcitanct'f' 
of the hridge, in consequence of the ineyitahle use of shield;;. By adopt-
ing douhle ;:;hiclcling, stray capacitances may 1)(' displaced and concer:.trated 
to Cl less ser:.sitive point of the hridge, but this has again an unwanted effect 
of inereasing the self-capaeitanet> of the transformer, decreasing in turn the 
limit frequency. In the case of hridges ha...-ing a wider frequency range, this 
problem ean often he wh-ed at great diffieulties WhPll a single transformer is 
used. In sueh cases the frequeney range is diyidecl into narrower hands and 
"e...-eral tapped transformers arc to he used. Such a circuit is not only eompli-
catcd, hut several prohlems associated with shielding and other diffieulties 
are to he coped with. \\"ith respeet to the earth-potential halancing network, 
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hO'wever, this circuit is more favourable, because its current is exclusively 
determined by the currents flowing through the external stray impedances. 
This current is usually much lower than that flowing in the bridge arms. 
In the connection represented in Fig. 3e, one output terminal of the 
supply generator is connected to earth, i.e. the bridge is asymmetrically supplied 
by the generator. The main advantage of this circuit arrangement lies in the 
elimination of the isolating transformer, the generator can directly be con-
nected to the bridge and, thus, the characteristics of the supply transformer 
haye no effect on the applicability of the bridge. With respect to the extension 
Fig. 8 
of the frequency range, this circuit setup offers the additional adyantage of 
having the output capacitancps of the generator connected parallel with tht· 
generator. 
The circuit brings about a fayourable situation with respect to the joint 
earthing of the generator and detector. The detector of the bridge is usually 
isolated by means of a transformer proyided with an earthed shield, the 
:;;ccondary 'winding of the transformer lending itself to be connected to an 
electronic instrument having one of its input terminals earthed. ,,\Vith respect 
to the supply and deteetor, such a eircuit may he regarded as a four-terminal 
llet,\'ork represented in Fig. 8. Hpre, onc point of the generator i,3 earthed and 
in balanced condition the deteetor-side junetions of the hridge arc at earth 
potential. The primary 'winding hcing at earth potential iscnclosed in an earthed 
shield, and one point of the seeondal'Y winding, i.p. one terminal of the detec-
tor, is also earthed. By means of this connection setup, considering the results 
aehitCYPd, thp same ach'antagc5 could he gained as with the U5(, of tripole 
hridges (such as bridged-T networks or parallel-T networks), tlw generator 
Hnd detector haying a comIllon earthed point. \vhile, ho"weyer, the tripole 
bridges have the scrious drawback of being frequency dependent and fail to 
offer the pos5ibility of direct evaluation, there arp some Yariant5 among the 
Wheatstone-type hridges which arc suitable for solving yarious measuring 
prohlcms and the halancing of which are fl'equency-independent, pro\.iding 
the possibility of direct evaluation for at least one of the components. A still 
greater difficulty is encountered in tripole bridges, where the compensation of 
stray impedances introduced by the variou5 elements is very cumbersome or 
hardly possihle, hecause of the frequency-dependence of the bridge. In suit-
ahly selected circuit arrangements, on the other hand, the internal stl'ay 
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impedances of the Wheatstone-typc bridges lend themselves to be compen-
sated very favourably and often independently of the frequency. 
The applicability of asymmetrically supplied circuits may be subject to 
a restriction imposed by the fact that the balancing network - i.e. the output 
of the amplifier - is required to supply a current practically equal to that of 
the supply power source. 
Summary 
For neutralizing the external stray impedauces of a.c. bridges provided with an external 
earthing point the method of earth-potential balancing may be used. The application of the 
new earth-potential balancing method is justified by the numerous drawbacks of known 
methods using passive and active elements, The new' method permits considerable extension 
of the upper limit of measuring frequency and highly simplifies to handle the measuring setup. 
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